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Clean up this page! This article can use cleaning in order to be more legible and/or present. Please help improve this article in any way possible. Be sure to follow our editing guidelines while improving existing articles. If you can improve this page, please edit it, or help by discussing possible changes on the discussion page. If you need
help with wiki markings, see the markup wiki page. If you want to try out the wiki markup without damaging the page, why not use a sandbox? Location: Outside in the yard. Find the stairs, go to the basement, and follow the corridor opposite them. Kill the lone ghost to the left of the yard and jump into the cage. Description: A large
mansion filled with ghosts, eyes and carousels. Big Boo's Haunt is the fifth course. Once you collect at least 12 stars (15 in Super Mario 64 DS), enter one of the wooden doors on the left or right side of the stairs on the first floor, then follow Boo down the corridor and into the courtyard. After that, go to the far left corner and defeat the big
boo there. To defeat the boos you have to land a pound of them (jump over them and hit while in the air). Then we will enter the cage to enter the Ghost of the Big Boo. Star 1: Go on ghost hunting (edit) In this level, the goal is to kill all the boos. Before you can face the ultimate big boo, you will have to kill all the small ones. First, the back
of the mansion and enter the back door and kill the two boos in this room, then enter the building from the front. Next, enter the left room on the back wall and defeat Boo there. Then, go to another door on the back wall, defeat Boo there, move on to the next room and defeat Boo in that room, then return to the big master room. It takes
three hits to beat Big Boo. Every time you hit it it will get smaller and faster. Once you have defeated it, the ladder will rise and lead to the first star at this level. Star 2: Ride Big Boo's Merry-Go-round (edit) After entering the course, enter the smaller building, head down the elevator, and walk through the doors to reach the Carousel. Five
Boos will arrive through one of the paintings. Kick all the boos from behind to defeat them before finally fighting the big boo just like you did above. Watch out for the picture in the middle of the right wall as it shoots out of flames. Star 3: The Secret of Haunted Books enter the mansion. Go up the stairs and make the left. Enter the second
door on the left wall. Avoid flying books while working to the end of the shelf. Turn right and run to the end. At the end of three books. Strike them in this order: top, right, left. The bookcase will slide open to reveal the door. Walk through the door, and there's your star. If you hit the book in the wrong order, the puzzle will reset and the book
will fly off the shelf to attack. 4: Look for 8 red coins, edit) Get all 8 red coins. Look inside the house. Don't forget to go up and down. Coin 1: 1: to the main door of the house and enter it. Going inside, make a quick left to the first door. You'll see a piano in the room. Go close to the piano and he will try to attack you. When the piano moves,
there will be a coin in the place where it originally was. Coins 2 and 3: Go to the door in the room you are currently in the Mad Piano room, which is visible right in front of the red coin #1. As soon as you enter the room, jump on top of both bookcases in the room. Now you will have 3 coins. Coin 4: Leave the bookcase room. Go to the door
on the other side of the large entrance room. There should only be one door on this wall. Enter it and proceed to get a red coin on a small platform near where the ghost should be. This platform has a window shining right on it. When you reach the second story, go straight to the last door on the right. Enter the room. You should see a wall
of 2 bookcases. Go to the end of bookcases. As you walk through the bookcases, two books are most likely trying to attack you. There's a red coin behind the bookcase. Get it, but be careful with the moving floor. If you fall, you will have to make your way up to the mansion again. You can identify the moving floor by looking for a crack
near the coin. Coins 6 and 7: Head back as you come and go to the door right to the left of the door you just left. You will come into a small space with a floating eyeball. Kill him if you like. Go to a large room connected to a small space and look for coffins for red coins. Two coins can be found under the front right coffin and a center-left
coffin. Coin 8: After leaving the Coffins, go to the next room right to the left of this as well. You have to be in the room above the floating eye and the ghost. There will be red wire stretched over most of the floor. Make your way to the exact opposite wall from the door where there is a coin. The star is located on the left side of the entrance
room on the second floor right under the window. Grab it. Congratulations, you have another star! Map outside the Ghost of Big Boo. The map is the first floor of Big Boo's Haunt, marked with all the places of the red coin. The map of the second floor of Big Boo's Haunt, with all the places of the red coin marked. A map of the second floor
of Big Boo's Haunt, with all the red coin locations marked, is in the Nintendo DS version of the game. Go to the second floor and walk through the door on the right. If you look around in this room, you will see a second balcony. Use a power flower box or, if you haven't gotten to the switch yet, hit the wall up there. If you go out the door to
the balcony, there will be another big boo. Hit it three times and then get ? field near you, or jump long through and climb to the roof to get to the star. Use the first person to help you walk and jump as some of the tracks are thin and easy to slip off. get a star, a star, like Mario so that when you get ? The window you will be able to swim up
and get the star from the highest point on the roof. Star 6: Eye to eye in the secret room edit Get on the balcony where the blue box cap, and get it. Approach the room where the door to the balcony is big boo, and go through the ghost picture. When you return to normal life, run around the eyeball for the star. You must be Wario to access
the switch. The black bricks in the basement show the switch. Run through the outside basement carousel in time to get a star. Star 7: 100 Coins (edit) Collect 100 coins. This is made easier when done on 2-7 stars. Behind you when you start it's Crazy Box. Grab it and it will send you the sky high. When you land, it opens and you can get
five yellow coins. On the opposite side of the barn to The Crazy Box are two brick blocks containing 3 coins for a total of 6 coins. There are three Scuttlebugs around the mansion, one in front and two at the back. They will give you three coins each with a total of nine coins. Also, at the back of the mansion, there is yellow ! A block that has
10 yellow coins. Enter the door at the back of the mansion. There are two boos out there, with a blue coin each, a total of 10 coins. Get out of the door, head around the front, and head in the main door. Enter the first door on the left and take the red coin behind the Mad Piano for two coins. Get out of the room and go to the neighbor.
Grab two red coins in a room with a total of 4 coins. Get out of this room and go to the next room. There is Mr. I and Boo, which both contain blue coins. In the next room there is one Boo with a blue coin in it. Take the red coin in this room and have it. Run upstairs and enter the door on the left side of the back wall. Grab the red coin in this
room. Enter the door on the other side of the back wall. Kill Mr. I in this room for a blue coin. There are two red coins contained under the coffins in the room of another 4 coins. Go to the next room where you can find a red coin on the other side of the bookcase. Head to the top floor. There is a blue coin switch that shows four blue coins.
Grab them, and collect 100 star coins. 1-Up Places Editing The next where to find both green mushrooms: On the top of the shed outside. On top of the house in ! Block. Update: 2020/9/25 05:26 Check out this secret haunted book guide for Super Mario 64 3D All Stars! See his step-by-step guides, items like unlocking the star's location
in the Super Mario 64 Switch (2020 / Remake)! Check Out Big Boo's Haunt Courses List! Head outside the castle and beat the big ghost until it falls off the lock inside the cage. Enter the castle in the cage to get to the Ghost of Big Boo. BeatRequirements Requirements Course Star on the secret door of the library. The Secret Haunted
Book - Step-by-Step GuideSecret from Books - Walkthrough ChartNo.Procedure1Enter in a cage castle to get to Big Boo Haunt2Go's mansion and head up to the 2nd floor of 3Go in the library and click the book on shelves4 Jump at the secret door to collect Power Star to get to the area to complete this course, head to the 2nd floor,
which you can release by completing the course - Go On A Ghost Hunt! 3. Go to the Library - Tips Library Door is on the left side Once you are on the second floor, head to the left side of the area and enter the door on the left. Here you will find Power Star to complete this course. Press Books on the shelf to unlock the secret wall and
reveal the hidden doors, you need to click all 3 books on the shelves. Make sure to do this for a short time to activate the secret wall. Power Star at this level is behind a secret door in the library. Go to the door when the secret wall slides away to find Power Star.Check Out All Star Location Lists! Secret Haunted Book - The key elements
of no major items in this course are not the basic elements needed to complete this course/mission. Check out all the items on the list! Secret Haunted Books - Big Boo Boss Fight Tips No Boss Wrestling In this course, you won't come across or fight against any bosses. Check out all the boss list! Check out all the levels and step-by-step
courses here! Check all levels and courses guide ©Nintendo Co., Ltd. 2020 ALL ALL RIGHT RESERVED. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Its licensees are otherwise not approved and are not responsible for the work or content on this site. Site. super mario 64 ds secret of the haunted books. super mario 64 ds big
boo's haunt secret of the haunted books. super mario nintendo 64 secret of the haunted books. super mario 64 ds course 5 secret of the haunted books. super mario 64 course 5 secret of the haunted books
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